This paper investigates the problems of non-uniform pole shifting or pole homothety in multivariable linear systems by using a gametheoretic approach and more specifically a particular Nash strategy with an open-loop information structure for a game including a time preference rate in the quadratic criteria. Such a result is possible due to properties of non-symmetric Algebraic Riccati equations associated with an open-loop Nash strategy. Numerical examples allow to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Since the pioneering work of Rissanen [31] and Wonham [34] , the problem of pole assignment for linear multivariable systems has obtained a great attention in the automatic control literature in both continuous and discrete time frameworks. The main result is called the pole assignment theorem which gave rise to different refinements and discussions [16, 32] . A particular pole assignment in linear multivariable systems consists in shifting only the real part of the open-loop eigenvalues in continuous time domain or in applying an homothetic rate on them in discrete time domain. Such a technique, denoted pole shifting in the sequel for the sake of clarity, allows usually to obtain some desired time domain responses from a controlled process and has received a considerable attention [26, 27, 4, 5, 25] .
One of the common features of all the aforementionned references is exploiting some interesting properties of the Algebraic Riccati Equation (ARE) associated with a linear-quadratic problem. This includes the mirror effect as in [26] , the α-stability approach for continuous time [5] , the ρ-stability for discrete time [10] and the introduction of some parameters in the ARE as in [27, 4, 6] . Most of the proposed methods deal with a multiple step procedure where in each step, one real pole or a pair of complex poles are shifted to a desired location. An elegant iterative algorithm was also given in [25] where a special modification of the performance criteria associated with the use of the negative definite solution of the ARE allows pole shifting. The ARE approach is not the unique technique for poles placement or shifting: the LMI approach should be pointed out [11] .
In a gametheoretic framework, it has been shown that introducing an exponential term in the criteria associated with each player leads to a global shift of poles for Stackelberg games (see [20] for continuous time and [19] for discrete time). Such modifications of the performance criteria in a differential or difference game are quite natural in studying decision problems in economy where the exponential term is associated with a specific discount rate for each player or decision maker [12] . However, in all cited references, no precise pole shifting procedure is proposed, only the observation that introducing discount rates in the criteria causes pole shifts of the dynamic or state matrix was made. In fact, the gametheoretic approach involves Coupled (Differential or) Algebraic Riccati Equations (CARE) belonging to the set of non symmetric algebraic Riccati equations, which are more difficult to handle and do not exhibit the nice poles symmetry properties of standard ARE. On the other hand, to avoid solving CARE, pole shifting is used as a central step in an inverse solution procedure to impose some time domain constraints [18] .
In this paper, a single step, direct and simple method to operate non-uniform multiple pole shifting for continuous time and non-uniform multiple pole homothety for discrete time for linear multivariable systems are proposed. The non iterative algorithm is based on a special formulation of a linear-quadratic Nash differential or difference game with an open-loop information structure scheme. By exploiting some properties of the corresponding non symmetric CARE, a feedback gain matrix is easily determined such that all poles of the closed loop system have the desired locations. The possible existence of several solutions for the CARE leading to the same closed loop system will be used to provide several feedback gains associated with the desired pole shifting.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, preliminary results on generalized Riccati equations are recalled. Section 3 introduces the differential gametheoretic framework and the Nash strategy with open-loop information structure. The solution of such a game problem via non symmetric CARE is presented in Section 4. Section 5 settles the problem of non-uniform poles shifting and provides a solution by defining particular a Open-Loop Nash differential game. Sections 6 and 7 treat the case of discrete-time games for applying the non-uniform poles homothety. Numerical examples illustrate the efficiency and the simplicity of the obtained results in Sections 8 and 9, before making some concluding remarks in Section 10.
Notations. Relative to a matrix A ∈ R m×n , A T denotes its transpose. I n denotes the n × n identity matrix and 0 n the n × n null matrix. Span(M ) is the vector space span generated by the columns of matrix M . For a square matrix M , λ(M ) denotes the spectrum of M . For a complex scalar or vector z,z is the conjugate of z. Finally, the symbol « • » in a matrix denotes a block matrix with no sense value.
Preliminary results on generalized Riccati equations
Let us consider a rectangular matrix variable K(t) ∈ R rn×n , with r and n two integers. This section is related to solving the Generalized Differential Riccati Equation (GDRE) [1, 14] (also called Rectangular one, or non-symmetric one) on the finite time interval
(1) (2) and the associated Generalized Algebraic Riccati Equation (GARE)
where N 11 , N 12 , N 21 and N 22 have appropriated dimensions and may be gathered in a characteristic matrix
The solutions of the non-linear differential equation (1) 
and
is a solution of the associated linear systemŻ(t) = N Z(t), with
is a solution of (1).
Theorem 1 implies that the GDRE (1) may be solved by a backward time integration of the differential equatioṅ
When the time-horizon tends to infinity, that is by taking the limit t f → +∞, the final value has no sense any more and the solution of the differential equations (1) 
is a solution of the GARE (3).
The possible spectra of the closed-loop matrix A cl are not arbitrary, as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 3
The eigenvalues of the closed-loop matrix A cl are among the eigenvalues of the matrix N .
Proof The proof is obtained directly by writing I n 0 n×nr
Due to theorems 2 and 3, it is possible to provide the following algorithm checking the solvability and giving the solutions of the GARE (3).
Algorithm 1 [1] Let a matrix N be given by (4).
Step 1: Select n desired eigenvalues λ i ∈ C (i = 1, · · · , n) among the ones of N to design the desired eigenspectrum
Step 3:
Step 4: If det(X) = 0, then there exists a solution K for the GARE (3), given by (6) leading to A cl with the desired eigenspectrum Λ desired .
Remark 1
The proposed algorithm should be associated with some comments:
• If a complex λ i is chosen,λ i should be also considered and the pair (v i ,v i ) be selected, in order to allow real-valued solution K (see [1] ).
• If the eigenvalues λ i ∈ Λ desired have a multiplicity greater than one, the matrix N could be non-diagonalizable and could imply proper invariant subspaces not restricted to eigenvectors. It is then possible to build the desired invariant subspace by considering the canonical Schur decomposition of N and reordering it, by extending the approach proposed in [24] (see for more details ([14,1])).
• A necessary condition for the invertibility of X is that each of the eigenvalues λ i ∈ Λ desired is an (N 11 , N 12 ) controllable eigenvalue. This is an extension of [1, Theorem 6.2.5] in the case of non trivial time preference rate. Contrary to the one-player case (see [23] ), the above conditions are not sufficient.
Remark 2 It should be noticed that there exists a large panel of numerical methods to solve the GARE in the literature. Among them, we can emphasize the Newton-Raphson method and its refinements [7, 15, 9] and the homotopy continuation method [3] . Nevertheless, the Newton-Raphson iterative methods have not been chosen because they do not ensure a convergence to the solution with the desired closed-loop eigenspectrum Λ desired among all the possible (non-unique) solutions. The homotopy methods necessitate also to track the path of homotopy map over a finite horizon (by using a Newton-Raphson method at each increment or by discretizing the initial value problem related to the arc-length of the trajectory).
Open-Loop Nash Strategy in Continuous-Time with Discount Rates
Consider a r-player linear-quadratic differential game (see [8] ), on a finite time horizon, defined bẏ
where
is the admissible set of the controls u i and with the cost functionalsJ i (i ∈ {1; · · · ; r}), including a time preference rate α i , given bỹ
where x f = x (t f ) and u −i = (u 1 ; · · · ; u i−1 ; u i+1 ; · · · ; u r ) is a shortcut to denote the controls of all the players distinct from Player i. We note also U ad,−i = U ad,1 × · · · × U ad,i−1 × U ad,i+1 × · · · × U ad,r . All weighting matrices are constant and symmetric with
In order to define a Nash strategy, we introduce the rational reaction set
Definition 1 A Nash strategy is a r−uplet (u * 1 ; · · · ; u * r ) satisfying the following inclusions (see [28] ):
By considering an open-loop information structure scheme (see [17, 33, 8] ), the controls are only functions of time. The Pontryagin's Maximum Principle could be applied for each player, or inclusion (9) . When the time preference rates α i are not necessary null, we obtain the control laws proposed in [2] . These results are gathered in the following theorem.
where the costate vectors ψ i (t), associated with the dynamic constraint (7) for the Player i, verify the necessary conditions, for each player i, (∀i = 1; · · · ; r) and the associated transversality conditionṡ
Proof Let us introduce the Hamiltonian H i associated with each player i, with a temporary costate vector p i (t) ∈ R n , related to the dynamic constraint (7):
Applying the Pontryaguin's Maximum Principle to each inclusion (9) leads tȯ
The final state x(t f ) being free, the transversality condition is given by:
Due to the presence of the exponential terms, time-varying coefficients occur in equations (13), (14) and (15) . In order to obtain time invariant differential equations, we propose the following change of variable concerning the temporary costate vectors p i (t):
The transversality condition (15) becomes (11) . Moreover due to the invertibility assumption of R ii , and the invertibility of the exponential scalar, the equation (14) implies u *
, that is the relation (10).
To end the proof, the necessary condition (13) are reformulated thanks to the change of variable introducing ψ i (t):
Differential equations (7) and (11) could be summarized into the extended linear system
where the notation
ii B T i is used. The linear system (17) with the initial condition x(t 0 ) = x 0 and the transversality conditions (11) consists in a two-point boundary value problem. The following section provides a solution of such a problem via Coupled Differential or Algebraic Riccati Equations.
Coupled Differential or Algebraic Riccati Equations
The system (17) being linear, it is possible to set matrices K i (t) defined on [t 0 ; t f ] by ψ i (t) = K i (t)x(t). The matrices K i (t) satisfy the following Coupled Differential Riccati Equations (CDRE) and the associated transversality condition, induced by equation (11):
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The extended variable
T allows to rewrite the CDRE (18) in a compact form as a single GDRE ( [1, 14] ). This implies that the tools presented in section 2 can be used here. In the following section, this framework and these properties will be used in order to provide a non-uniform multiple pole shifting.
Non-Uniform Pole Shifting in Continuous-Time
Let us consider the multivariable system, with the pair (A, B) controllable,
We noteň r andň c the numbers of real eigenvalues of A and of the pairs of conjugate complex eigenvalues of A (ň r + 2ň c = n). The problem is to determine a real-valued gain feedback matrix G, i.e. u(t) = Gx(t), such that some or all eigenvalues of matrix A are shifted (n r ≤ň r real eigenvalues and n c ≤ň c conjugate pairs of eigenvalues) to predefined desired locations in the complex plane. The purpose is to shift all eigenvalues that need to be shifted in a single step. Thus non-uniform shifts are operated simultaneously. The whole desired closed-loop spectrum will be noted Λ desired . Therefore, the approach examined here is quite different from the global shift proposed by [5] , or iterative shifts proposed by [25] . We study a non-uniform shift technique of the eigenvalues, that is each modified eigenvalue or conjugate pair of eigenvalues has its own shift amplitude. This is for example the case in Figure 1 , where n r =ň r = 2 and n c =ň c = 1: the conjugate pair of poles are shifted by s 1 , and the real eigenvalues are shifted respectively by s 2 and s 3 . We consider the case where s 1 , s 2 and s 3 are not necessarily equal as depicted on Figure 1 .
Re(λ) The main idea is to use the framework of CARE for a specific characteristic matrix N including the desired shifted eigenvalues in order to solve such a non-uniform pole shifting problem. The first step is to reformulate the problem as defined by the system (19) into a gametheoretic framework as given in (7). To formulate a new special Nash game, some fictitious players are introduced in the dynamic equation. We choose the number of fictitious players equal to r = n r + n c (and not r = n r + 2n c , as it will be seen in Remark 3). In addition we impose
The criteriaJ i (∀i = 1; · · · ; r) are restricted to the following form:
The set of criteria J i could be interpreted as a compromise to reach, between the weighted input energies of each player. The characteristic matrix associated with an open-loop Nash game becomes
Such a particular matrix N is upper triangular per blocks, with matrices A or (−A T − α i I n ) on the diagonal. The time preference rates α i should be designed to allow the inclusion of the desired closed-loop eigenvalues in the spectrum of N . Let us define the sets I i = {j ∈ {1, · · · , n} | Im(λ desired,i ) = Im(λ j (A))}, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n}. The time preference rates α i being real, it is only possible to reach a desired eigenvalue λ desired,i if there exists at least an eigenvalue of A having the same imaginary part. The non-uniform desired shift is possible if I i = ∅, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n}. Then α i should be designed as α i = −Re(λ i,desired + λ j0 (A)), j 0 ∈ I i , ensuring
The number of possible choices of α i depends on the cardinality of the set I i . Notice that the eigenvalues of A are included in the spectrum of N . This is useful for eigenvalues that do not need shifting and justifies that we select only r ≤ n fictitious players, instead of n. The choice of weighting matrices R ii and α i allows a degree of freedom. When the matrices R ii (∀i = 1; . . . ; r) are imposed, the whole number of choices for the time preference rates α i is equal to (ň r ) nr ×ň c . The closed-loop eigenspectrum is not influenced by the choice of weighting matrices R ii . Their selection is only guided by numerically ensuring that the matrix X in the invariant subspace decomposition is invertible and thus allowing to provide a finite solution of the CARE associated with the characteristic matrix N , with the desired eigenspectrum Λ desired .
Remark 3
It is important to notice that for the pair (λ desired,i ;λ desired,i ), the pair (v i ;v i ) should be selected according to remark 1. Thus v i andv i should be generated by the same block −A T − α i I n , which explains why r = n r + n c . If r = n r + 2n c , the eigenspace associated withλ i is not restricted to a vector and it will be difficult to select preciselȳ v i as eigenvector of N .
Remark 4
We present here a global methodology to design a non-uniform multiple pole shifting, in a single step. Nevertheless it is obviously possible to adapt our approach to provide an iterative scheme by considering only r = 1 and applying successively our method to each real desired eigenvalue or each conjugate pair of desired complex eigenvalues. Such an iterative algorithm could be useful for large scale systems, that is with large n and r. In such a case, the size of the matrix N could induce numerical problems making the use of the proposed single step approach more difficult.
The same idea can be adapted to the framework of discrete-time. That is the aim of the following sections.
Open-Loop Nash Strategy in Discrete-Time
In this section, we consider the framework of discrete-time for the game, that is the r-player difference game defined by:
with the same notation of the section 3 and the cost functionJ i associated with each player i ∈ {1, · · · , r}, including a time preference rate (in discrete-time) ρ i , with a finite time horizon
The definition of the Nash strategy (definition 1) is still true in the discrete-time case, thus the necessary conditions for the Nash strategy are given by the following theorem via an extension of the result in [29] .
Theorem 5 A Nash strategy r-uplet is given by
where the costate vectors ψ i (k) verify the necessary conditions
and the transversality conditions
The conditions could be reformulated into an extended linear system
. . .
Proof The proof of Theorem 5 follows the one of Theorem 4 by considering an Hamiltonian associated with each player i:
and by applying the change of variable
As in the continuous-time case, we can search in the form
, we have the CARE in discrete-time ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , r}:
and the closed-loop dynamic is defined by
When the time horizon is infinite, the CARE (29) become algebraic, that is K i are independent on the time k. Such a solution verifies the following theorem
Let us consider L and G defined by (27) . If A is invertible, then the matrix L is also invertible. This implies that the solutions K i are obtained by the invariant subspaces of the matrix L −1 G, which spectrum contains the spectrum of φ −1 A.
Proof The property is verified straightforwardly due to the relation
Simultaneously the relation (30) allows to obtain solutions of (29) via the invariant subspaces of the matrix N = L −1 G. By using the relation (29) , the closed loop is given by N 11 + N 12 K = φ −1 A.
Remark 7
If the matrix A is not invertible, the result of theorem (6) can be extended in the framework of deflating subspaces of the pencil (L, G) (see [22] ). Notice also that the controls u * i defined by (25) can be rewritten as u *
Pole Homothety
Let us consider in this section, the multivariable system, with the pair (A, B) controllable:
As defined in the continuous-time part of the paper,ň r andň c are the numbers of real eigenvalues of A and of the pairs of conjugate complex eigenvalues of A. The problem is to determine a real-valued gain feedback G, u(k) = Gx(k) such that some or all eigenvalues of matrix A are homothetically modified (n r ≤ň r and n c ≤ň c ) with a rate h i ∈ R to obtained a predefined desired locus in the complex plane, such for instance in Fig. 4 .
Re ( In order to solve such a problem, as in the continuous time, we consider a fictitious Nash game involving r = n r + n c players defined by the relation (20) . The criteriaJ i are restricted to the case
The methodology of selecting ρ i is the same as in continuous time. Let us introduce, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, the sets
The homothety is possible if J i = ∅, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n} and thus the value of ρ i should verify ρ i = λ j0 λ desired,i , j 0 ∈ J i .
Numerical Example in continuous time
In order to illustrate our methodology, we present the following example, with n = 4 from Example 6.6.9 in [1] in continuous time: We want to maintain the real eigenvalue −1.9823 and shift the others in order to have the closed-loop eigenvalues Λ desired = {−1 + 0.0853i; −1 − 0.0853i; −3; −1.9823}. It implies we have n r = 1; n c = 1 and r = 2. We choose arbitrarly positive definite matrices R 11 and R 22 , by avoiding equal matrices R 11 = I 2 and R 22 = diag(1; 2). Equal matrices R ii lead to equal matrices S ii and thus could generate dependent eigenvectors of N . Among the several possibilities, we select the time preference rate as follows α 1 = −(0.2823 + (−1)) = 0.7177, in order to shift the conjugate pair of eigenvalues and α 2 = −(−1.9823 + (−3)) = 4.9823, in order to shift the desired real eigenvalue which is not an eigenvalue of A. By selecting the desired closed-loop eigenvalues and their eigenvectors associated with matrix N , it leads to a complex matrices X and Y (not precised here for more convenience), but to real matrices 
Conclusion
The problem of pole shifting and of pole homothety in multivariable linear systems is revisited in a gametheoretic framework. It is shown that when a special Nash differential game is defined multiple non-uniform pole shifting can be obtained in a direct and simple way. The main idea is to introduce the desired eigenvalues of the closed loop system in the characteristic matrix associated with the non symmetric coupled Riccati equations by modifying the cost functionals in the special Nash game. Then, by an appropriate choice of the invariant subspace defining the solution of such matrix equations, a constant feedback gain matrix could be easily determined.
